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ABSTRAcr. The vocal repertoire of the Azure Jay Cyanocorax caeruleus 
(Vieillot , 1818) is approached from a quali-quantitative point of view. The quali
tative analysis was carried out both in the field and in captivity: the quantitative 
analysis was made only in captivity. Social acoustic communication in the Azure 
Jay is achieved through the use of two types of call: basic and intermediate calls. 
Fourteen basic calls are identified and presented through sonograms: the solto 
voce song (courtship call) is related only to courtship and the social call is 
interpreted as the song in the Azure lay. The intermediate calls are recombina
tions of the basic calls uttered during an alteration in motivation leveI. Examples 
or them are presented through sonograms ofvocalizations recorded during mob
bing predators and intraspecific agonistic contexts. The social , social-alarm, con
tact , night , proximity, threat and social identity calls were those most frequently 
uttered by daylight: the other calls represented around 15% of the total number 
of ulterances. The hypothesis of the evolution in American Jays, which tends to 
simplification ofvocal repertoire (HARDY , 1961 ; 1969), is analysed; C. caeruleus 
seems to have a small actively-used repertoire. 
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Among the species of New World Jays (family Corvidae), whose vocal
izations are fairly well known (HARDY, 1984), several species exhibit a large 
repertoire. 

The goal of this study is to analyse the vocal repertoire of the Azure J ay 
Cyallocorax caentleus (Vieillot, 1818), a South American species, through a 
quali-quantitative approach in relation to general ethological contexts. 

METHODS 

Observations and recordings were carried out on the Santa Rita Farm in 
Palmeira county, 70 km west of Curitiba, in the Southern State of Paraná, Brazil, 
from July 1985 to June 1987. Observations and recordings were also carried out 
using five captive individuaIs, including one juvenile. The development of this 
juvenile was studied in the laboratory from the age of 24 to 51 days. 
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The relation between each vocal sound identified and the general behavi
our of the jays was documented by simultaneous announcements in ali record
ings and situations. The quantitative analysis was made by counting each cate
gory utterance by the captive individuaIs during periods of fifteen minutes. Eight 
periods were made in early morning, beginning with the first activity of the 
individuais, four around midday and three before sunset. Fourteen such sam
plings were obtained (Fig. 3). 

A Uher 4400 (19 cm/s) tape recorder, a parabolic reflector and micro
phone were used in the recordings. They were analysed on a "Voice Identifica
tion 700" sonograph at the Universidade Estadual de Campinas with the wide 
band filter (300 Hz) and linear scale 0-8 kHz. These recordings are stored in the 
Centro Paranaense de Bioacústica (originaIs), Universidade Estadual de Lon
drina, and the Arquivo Sonoro Neotropical (copies), Universidade Estadual de 
Campinas (Brazil); a selection of those is deposited in, and available from, the 
Bioacoustic Archive of the Florida State Museum (USA), catalogued as FM 
master Ú9'7, and the British Library of Wildlife Sounds (UK). 

RESULTS 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSES 

The repertoire of the Azure J ay is represented by two call types: the basic 
and the intermediate one. 

BASICCALLS 

Fourteen basic calls were identified; they are shown as sonograms (Fig. 
1) and are related to their probable function (Tab. I). 

Cóntact call (Fig. la). This is a location call. Its acoustic structure, made 
of pseudopulses, has the characteristic which make it easily located. 

Flight call (Fig. lb). The flight call, like the contact call, is a location call, 
but it is usually uttered when the individual is f1ying, such as in flock displace
ment. Its structure is very similar to the contact cal!. 

Social-call (Fig. 1c). This vocal sound is composed of a melodic note in 
arc form. It usually has a harmonic structure of H2, H3 and H4 in a decreasing 
order of amplitude. The social call stimulates approach ir uttered by a member 
of the flock or by playback. This acoustic signal represents the song (or "adver
tising song") in the Azure Jay, as it conveys the biological function of species
specific recognition and thus follows the definition by VIELLlARD (1986) ; its 
playback provokes the strongest reaction and it has the farthest acoustic prop
agation among vocal sounds. 

Social alarm call (Fig. Id).ln mobbing predators, the social call can often 
change to the social-alarm cal!. lt consists of a note similar to that of the social 
call but with lesser frequency modulation and uttered in a faster cadence. 

Proximity call (Fig. 1 e). The proximity call is particularly common during 
up-fluffing and peck-preening behaviour. lt has melodic tone with harmonic 
structure. 
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Figure I. Basic calls of lhe Azure Jay. (a) Contact call (LDA 31/ 1/ 19); (b) night call (LDA 38/2/3): 
(c) social call (LDA 32/ 14/60); (d) social·alarm ca ll (23/ 1/11); (e) proximity ca ll (LDA 39/14/ 1); (f) 
threat call (LDA 32/21/63); (g) social identity call (LDA 39/12/59); (h) hunger/fear ca ll (LDA 
24/4/89); (i) courtship ca ll (LDA 31/ 16/66 - pari of sequence); U) ale rt ca ll (LDA 31/2/31); (I) pair 
call (LDA 39/3/2); (m) imitative calls (mI · LDA 39/25/92and m2- LDA 39/25/95); (n) "a" call (LDA 
31/2/49): (o) "b" call (LDA 39/7/26). 

Threat call (Fig. lf). This acoustic signal was uttered during intraspecific 
agressive contact usua\ly by the subordinate individual. The sound has amplitude 
and frequency modulation at lhe sarne time (rattle sound) . The duration is 
related to the levei of hostility; longer notes are common in highly hostile 
contexts. 

Social identity call (Fig. 19). The function of the social identity call seems 
to be the maintenance of individual distance. During roosting, this call was very 
common in subordinate individuais when the dominant one was nearby. AI· 
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though it is similar to the eontaet eall, this signal has higher frequeney and shorter 
duration. 

Table I. Behavioral contexts and probable function of each basic call of the Azure Jay. "N" indicates 
the number of behavioral contexts in which the basic calls were registered. 

Call type N 8ehavioral contexts Probable function 

ConlaCl 181 Approach be tween two individuais; foraging in lhe Oock; roosting Sender localiza tion 

Flight 52 Flock displacement; approach between two individuais Sender loca liza lion in night 

Social 96 Flocl displacement; reaction lo playback foraging in subgro ups; Specific recognition 
human approach 

Sociakllarm 2.1 Mobbing o f predator ; bawk overbead; human approach Alarm 

Proximily 54 Up-nuffing display Appeasemenl 

Threat 56 'n1rea l ; roos ting Readiness LO night 

Social idenlity 128 Roosting; up-nuffing disp1ay Maintenance of individual di stance 

Hunger rear 24 1 Begging for foad; appeasement gaping Appeasemenl/necessity 

CourlShip 202 Courlship; context no l apparent Courtship 

Alert 22 Hawlc. overhead; human approach Danger no tificatio n 

Pair 17 Before feeding of female by the mal e Pair-bond communi tatio n? 

lmita tive 54 Human approach 

"A" and "B" 41 Context no t apparent 

Hunger/fear call (Fig. 1h). This eall is uttered in situations of extreme 
exeitation sueh as in submissive begging, begging for food or when the individual 
is eaptured. It has a harsh tone. 

Courtship call (Fig. li). The utteranee ofthis call is unpredietable exeept 
during eourtship. The eourtship call consists of a sequenee of notes, with 
melodie, harsh and rattle tone, which do not have any notieeable pattem. The 
duration is very variable: it ean range from a few seconds to two minutes. This 
eall has restrieted propagation in the environment so that the reeeiver must be 
within about six meters of the sender to hear it. HARDY (1961) names it sotto 
voee song. 

Alert call (Fig. 1j). The alert call is related to predator presence, but while 
it is far orf, without immediate danger. The alert call is eomposed of a melodie 
note with a harmonie strueture and a slight are formo 

Pair call (Fig. 11). This was seldom notieed. It seems to be related to pair 
bond communieation that takes plaee before the female is offered food by the 
male. This melodie note, with restrieted propagation, has slight frequeney 
modulation. 

Imitative calls (Fig. 1m). Two ealls resembled voealizations of another 
bird speeies, the Roadside Hawk, Buleo magniroslris (Gmelin, 1788). 80th ealls 
have harmonie strueture and long duration. Two sounds not harmonieally 
related to eaeh other are noticeable in one of the imita tive ealls (Fig. 1m 1, 
indieated by a bar). These two sounds are the result of the asynehronous eontrol 
in eaeh si de of syrinx. GREENEWALT (1968) proves this phenomenon utiliz
ing, as an example, a speeies as the sarne genus of the Azure Jay Cyanocorax 
yllcas (Lesson, 1839). The sudden presenee of a human near the eage stimulated 
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the captive birds to utter these imitative calls. 
"a" and "b" calls (Fig. 1n,0). Two calls could not be related to any 

particular behaviour, although they were uttered by birds during relaxation. 
Both of them have melodic structure and short duration. 

INTERMEDIATE CALLS 

The intermediate calls comprise recombinations of the basic calls uttered 
during an alteration in motivation levei: they are structure linkages among the 
basic calls. They are very common in the Azure Jay's utterances; some examples 
are shown (Fig. 2). . 

ln the laboratory, before the juvenile saw the caretaker, it emitted the 
social call (Fig. 2A). The hunger/fear call was emitted only when the bird saw 
the caretaker (Fig. 2B). During the food approach, a recombination of the social 
and hunger/fear calls was heard that could be short (Fig. 2C) or long (Fig. 2D). 

Intermediate calls were noted during mobbing of a predator, a Roadside 
Hawk Buteo magnirostris. The social-alarm call (Fig. 2E-11) was the particular 
acoustic signal in mobbing a predator. But first, while the individuais ofthe flock 
were dispersed, the social call was uttered (Fig. 2E-7) for flock congregation. ln 
that moment when the flock began the mobbing the social call changed to the 
social-alarm cal!. During this change three vocalizations were uttered (Fig. 2E-
8,9,10), which are recombinations of the social and social-alarm calls. 

lntermediate calls are very common in intraspecific agonistic contexts. 
The subordinate individual, with food in its bill, uttered the social identity call 
(Fig. 2F-7) when a dominant individual was nearby. The social identity call has 
the function of maintaining individual distance. I f the dominant approached and 
tried to steal the food, the social identity call changed to the threat call (Fig. 
2F-58). During this change, intermediate calls were uttered (Fig. 2F- 55,56,57). 

QUANTlTATIVE ANALYSES 

The quantitative analyses was carried out by grouping the fourteen basic 
calls that were related to: sender localization (contact!flight calls), flock congre
gation (socia1!social-alarm calls), agonistic contexts (proximity/threat/social 
identity calls), mating (courtship call), necessity (hunger/fear call) and specific 
contexts (alert/pair/ imitative/"a"/"b" calls). Only sender localization calls (espe
cially in the morning) showed some regularity of utterance by day (small 
coefficient of variation); the utterances of the others, because they are related 
to a specific behavioral contexts, were more variable day by day. 

The sender localization calls were the most uttered, principally in the 
morning during the highest activity of the individuais. The flock congregation 
calls were uttered most frequently in the early morning and before sunset. The 
agonistic context calls were commonly heard [rom individuais gathering in the 
middle of the day (during peck-preening activity) or for roosting. The sender 
localization, flock congregation and agonistic context calls were those most often 
uttered (84% of the utterances); the others made around 16% of the utterances 
(Fig. 3). 
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Figure 2. Inlermediale calls of lhe Azure lay. (A) social call of a Oedgling (LDA 24/ 1/27); (8) 
hunger/fear call (LDA 24/34/89); (C,D) inlermediate calls of a Oedgling uttered during the food 
approach; lhe second part indicates the vocalization when the food is del ivered (LDA 24/4/ 110; 
LDA 24/5/ 124); (E) intermediate calls (8- 10) uttered between lhe socia l call (7) and lhe socia l alarm 
call (11-12ss); (F) intermediale calls (55-57) ullered between lhe social idenlity ca ll (7) and the 
threat call (58) (LDA 391717; LDA 39/12/55-58). Natural seq uences, except where the time axis is 
broken. 
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Periods of fifteen minutes 

Periods 
Ca ll s 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 Total 

F 9 3 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 5 6 4 I 3 

E 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 11 lO 8 10 2 5 4 5 

O 11 16 11 8 8 10 3 2 4 5 5 3 3 8 14 8 

C 22 13 12 14 13 19 24 16 43 38 29 32 22 20 19 21 

B 21 27 7 9 3 4 I 16 4 27 24 22 12 

A 33 37 65 63 71 61 66 60 37 45 49 49 42 42 40 51 

Figure 3. Proportion among the call categories express in percentage. Periods are in chronogical 
order, from the first to mid-morning (1-8), around midday (9-12) and befo re dusk (13-15). Fourteen 
such sam pies were obtained. The call categories are: (A) contact/night calls; (B) socia l/social-alarm 
calls; (C) proximity/ threat/social identity calls; (O) hunger/fear call; (E) courtship call; (F) 
alert/pair/imitative/"a"/"b" calls . 

DISCUSSION 

The vocal repertoire of C. caeruleus, because of the inc\usion of the 
intermediate calls, comprises a continuous spectrum of recombinations from 
harsh to melodic and rattle sounds. Therefore the Azure Jay acoustic system 
achieves complexity through lhe combination of these sounds, rather than by a 
high diversity of discrete calls. A system like that is better suited for slight 
physiological and enviromental fluctuations, as already anticipated by MOR
TON (1977) , because of the great number of possible recombinations. 
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HARDY (1961; 1969) hypothesized that the evolution in the "ornate" line 
of American .Iays (genera Cyanolyca Lafresnaye &:d'Orbigny, 1838, Cyanocorax 
Linnaeus, 1766 and Cyallocilta Linnaeus, 1758) lends to the simplificalion of 
vocal reperloire and the ornateness of plumage and color pattern. Azure .Iay is 
an example of the least ornate and boldy patterned species. Fourteen basic calls 
were idenlified in the vocal reperloire of C. caentleus; so it could not be 
considered a small repertoire. Bul the quantitative analyses shows that only 
seven calls are regularly uttered (Fig. 3). The trend in lhe subgenus Cissilopha 
Vigors, 1828 is to a simpler actively-used vocabulary (HARDY, 1974). There
fore a simplifcation, that tends to a small actively-used repertoire, seems also lo 
occur in C. caernleus. 
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